SCOTT ADAMS

Superia Reala or Superia 100? Fuji's Top 100s
There are many ways to maintain
high photo image quality. The purity of
the camera lens, the quality of light
falling on the subject, and film choice
all contribute to maintaining the best
image quality. Over the years, film
emulsions have made some pretty
dynamic changes. When you want the
get the best image possible, ISO 100

film emulsions are a great choice. Since
there are a lot of brands and variations
to select from, making the right choice
may not be all that easy. Fuji recently
announced a film lineup that is designed to meet all amateur photographic needs. Superia features five different
films: 100, 200, 400 X-TRA (800) and
Reala (100).

Superia Reala is the film to choose when you have a scene with
lots of subtle tones in which you want differentiation.
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Now, you may wonder why two ISO
100 films are in the same film family.
Even though color negative films today
have such wide exposure latitude, Fuji
realizes that not all photographic situations are alike. Thus, they have developed two films that cover almost any
situation demanding a high quality ISO
100 film.

Superia / 00 is the film choice to make when maximum color
saturation is critical.
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Superia 100

Grip Equipment

Superia 100 incorporates the new Fuji
SureColor Technology. Originally designed for Fuji's APS format, Superia 100
incorporates three special film technologies. The "Super Uniform Fine
Grain" (SUFG) technology is a refinement of Fuji's Superia grain structure.
This improvement maintains a consistent emulsion speed, and increases
exposure latitude. The "High-Sharpness" technology works to improve the
effects of the DIR couplers, and maintain an even better edge effect. The
overall sharpness of the emulsion is
greatly improved by this technology.
The "New Real Tone" technology works
on areas in the emulsion to improve
the quality of skin tones, yet maintains
a full color spectrum. This technology
also improves storage characteristics in
both raw and exposed film for maximum image consistency.

The Next Generation
The standard for the film industry is now
available for those photographers who want
only t/ie best, Avenger Grip Equipment
A complete and extensive line of top quality
professional stands and lighting control
accessories. Made to the highest standards,
Avenger grip equipment is designed for
versatility and a lifetime of rugged location
use. Make your move to the next generation.
For more information, see your dealer, contact
us or visit our web site.

Bogen Photo Corp., 565 East Crescent Avenue, Ramsey. NJ 07446-0506
(201)818-9500 • Fax- (201; 818-9177 • e mail: info@bogenphoto.com • web: www.bogenphoto.com
For more information, circle 118
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The Professional's Choice
for equipment, film and supplies...
PhOtOgCDk

Superia 100 employs "high sharpness" technology for images that demand critical sharpness.

Most of the time when I shoot an
ISO 100 film, I use the Superia 100. It
works extremely well with macro nature using flash, scenics and studio
images where maximum color saturation is critical. I have also found that
Superia 100 works very well in the
world of underwater photography. The
emulsion seems to cut through the
blue cast better than most other film
emulsions.
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...and much more!
Exciting "NEW* Website
www.chffoto.com
1-888-CHF-FOTO (1-888-243-3686)
For more information, circle 120

http://www.rangefinder-network.com
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I also use Superia 100 for much of
my digital work. It works extremely
well in a film recorder where digital
images are transferred back from pixels
to grain. Slides, black and white negatives and color negatives can be
scanned into the system, and then output back onto Superia 100 film as a
brand new negatives.

New Luna-Pro Digital F
Get it right... in any light'.

The exciting new Gossan Luna-Pro
Digital F meter accurately measures
a full spectrum of both flash and
ambient light (as low as -2.5 EV at
(SO 100) in either incident or reflected
modes. Vet, rt is so thin, compact
and lightweight it s//ps comfortably
into a shirt pocket! Controls are easy
to use, displays are easy to read and
a narrow measuring angle assures
ultimate accuracy. An automatic
power-off system extends the life
of the Digital F's single M battery,
but safely maintains all your settings
and measurements in memory.
For more information, see your dealer,
contact us or w'sft our web srte.

Superia Reala

Reala actually has been around for
some time and is the workhorse for
those photo situations that differ from
the norm. When Fuji made the name
change, they "optimized" this film,
which probably meant that some
tweaking was done to the emulsion.
I'm guessing that Fuji opted for the old
adage of "If it ain't broke, don't fix it."

Bogen Photo Corp., 565 East Crescent Avenue. Ramsey. NJ 07446-0506
(201J 818-9500 • Fax' (201; 818-9177 • e ma/7; infb@bogenpnoto.com • web: www.oogenphoto.com
For more information, circle 138
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In extremely contrast/ situations, Superia Reala's
ability to faithfully render detail in extremes of the
tonal scale make it the right choice.

The exposure latitude of Superia Reala is extreme. My initial tests showed
at least a seven stop printing latitude! If
you want to pull as much detail as possible in a high contrast scene, then this
is the film to choose. On the flip side, if
your scene is low in contrast, Superia
100 would be a better choice. Superia
Reala also works extremely well in
mixed lighting situations. This extremely complex emulsion has an
additional layer that partially re-aligns
the overall color balance, so that difficult lighting situations can be printed
http://www.rangefinder-network.com

•"Triggers all Popular Motorized
Cameras and Strobes
« Banal Processing
•athig flange of 800+ Feel
P-A '•
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• User Selectable 16 Cbaimels>v,
• Unbreakable Rubber Antenna
• Works where nothing else will

Bogen Photo Corp., 565 East Crescent Avenue. Ramsey, NJ 07446-0506
1201) 818-9500 • Fax- (201) 818-9177 • e mail: info@6ogenpnoto.com • web: www.twgenphoto.com
For more information, circle 128
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Super
Sales
Strangles

SUPER SALES
STRATEGIES
40 Photographers
Share Success Secrets
Helen T. Boursier

Superia Reala exposed with
camera-mounted flash.

Some of photography's
biggest names—including
Don Blair, Marc Hauser,
Bill Mdntosh and David Peters—share how their
sales strategies evolved through the years, and
which methods have proved most successful. Also
included: packaging/selling seniors and weddings, family group sales, and more!
$64 (168)

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY:
THE BUSINESS
Paul F. Frew

Offers photographers a
step-by-step procedure for
a successful wedding photography business, starring
with advertising and sales
promotion right through
increasing orders at proof presentation.
This well organized and detailed book offers
many examples to illustrate important points.
Sample forms, charts, lighting diagrams with photo illustrations for easy reference are included.
$39.95 (184)

Back by Popular Detnand!
BEHIND THE
CAMERA and
BEYOND THE
CAMERA
Jack Curtis

The classics are back! Curtis' two
definitive wedding photography
guides are now available for one low price.
"Behind" covers all basic and advanced shooting
techniques, while "Beyond" helps to establish or
improve your business with promotion/sales
insights. '
$49.95(170)

Steve Sinfs
TIPS, TRICKS AND
HINTS: 101 Secrets of a
Professional Photographer
This is a collection of suggestions from Popular Pliotography's master of advice.
Practical, streetwise, entertaining, these ideas will make life easier for anyone
venturing out with a camera. From packing your
bag and shooting the moon, to making and using
barn doors, and putting an emergency kit together,
and on and on...With a Sunsoft Cokin filter this is
a $39.95 value. Order today for $25. $25.00 (173)

Superia 100 is an ideal choice when
low contrast scenes need vivid colors.

easily. The grain structure of this emulsion is extremely fine, so you can easily
make large, high quality prints. Superia
Reala's wide exposure latitude coupled
with its extra layer makes it an excellent
candidate for portraits, either in the studio or outdoors.
Several shooting situations always
make me reach into my camera bag and
pull out the "When all else fails" filmSuperia Reala. When I have a portrait to
take and I want to guarantee the best
skin tones possible, this film is great. I
have also found it useful for photo sessions of products with very subtle color
tones. I know that when I have to take
photographs in a room with tungsten
and fluorescent lighting, Superia Reala is

the film that'll save the day.
The subject's tonal value, scene contrast and the type of light illuminating
the subject all factor into my film
choice. But my film choice is just
that—mine. It is the results of much
testing and an extensive comparison of
results. In order for you to properly
make your film choice, you must run
your own tests and evaluate your own
results. I think that you'll discover the
same thing that I did—Fuji's 100s are
Superia!

Scoff Adams is a freelance journalist/photographer living in the Pacific Northwest.
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